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SUMMARY OF- RELEVANT POINTS (with page references): 

1. First, Mussolini and Ribbentrop discussed a future meeting 
jetween Hitler and Mussolini, void then the England flight of Hess. 
(Pages 47153 to 47160) 

« 

3. Ribbentrop declared that Darlan had agreed to deliver weapons 
-\nd war material from Syria to Iraq. Some of the weapons were 
lroady on their way, the French Commissar in Syria, Gen. Dentz, 
iad been instructed'by Vichy to take care of the delivery and other 
supporting measures. Darlan also provided landing fields and gas. 
ron papen had been sent to Turkey to try to receive pormission°for 
;cmouflagod transports of arms to Iraq by way of Turkey. If a 
Large amount of weapons could be brought to Iraq, parachute landings 
ould be possible there. The troops could then use the arms to 
ttack Egypt from the East. (Pages 47160 to 47163) 
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3i Mussolini replied that Iraq must be helped in order to incite 
all Arabs and Moslems against England* The Grandnufti of Jerusalem 
had already declared the Holy War against England. it is also 
necessary to occupy Crete and Cyprus* Jf Brauoe would agree to 
landings in Syria, substantial help could be given to Iraq. 
Italy had ready combat planes and transports> loaded with arras» 
(rage 47163) 

4. Ribbentrop reported on the purchase of trucks in Tunisia and 
the transports of loaded trucks I'rcn there to Tripoli. Darlan 
also granted port facilities in Algeria for the unloading of 
notorial. In return, Germany reduced the occupation costs from 
20 to 15 million (this had not teen carried out yet but was 
contemplated). Darlan aaa teen bold that France would receive 
concessions to the same extent as she would aid the war against 
England. . No concessions would be made on the question of IWs. 
If certain demands for naval bases in Morocco wore met, France 
would be permitted to arm a number of torpedo boats. France was 
also made to understand that she would have to make certain 
concessions in the Mediterranean at the peace conference, but 
that she could get compensation from England in ...frlca. (rages 
47164 to 47169) 

5. In pages 47169 to 47173, the relationship to France, Spain, 
Russia and the establishment of v. united European front against 
England is discussed.-' Interesting is page 47172, on which 
Ribbentrop stated that he did not think that Stalin would do 
anything hostile to Germany. However, if Russia's politic should 
be unbearable for Germany, the former would be destroyed within 
three months. 

6. Ribbentrop and Mussolini then discussed Japanese-American 
relations. Japan will certainly maintain an attitude which would 
lead her to the side of Germany and Italy. A Japanese policy 
unfriendly to the Axis would result in almost a revolution in 
Japan. Japan's attitude may keep America out of the war» How
ever, Ribbentrop was convinced that Jcpan would join the war 
sooner or later on the side of the Axis, in order to take 
advantage of a good opportunity. (logos 47173 to 47176) 

7. Pressure was brought to bear on Turkey to side with the 
Axis (läge 47176). A propaganda wave was planned for the 
liberation of the oppressed nations from England. (lago 47178) 
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